First T cell receptor alpha gene rearrangements during T cell ontogeny skew to the 5' region of the J alpha locus.
Fetal, neonatal, and early postnatal thymi were assessed for TCR J alpha gene rearrangements. Gene probes spanning the distance from 5' to 3' regions of the J alpha locus were used to determine the approximate location of gene rearrangements within hybridomas representing each of the early thymocyte populations. The predominant location of rearrangements was within the 5' region of the J alpha locus. Among the several cells in which rearrangements were found on only one chromosome, the one rearrangements was always in the 5' region. When two rearrangements were found, the rearrangements on homologous chromosomes were usually in the same region. The overall pattern among thymocytes was in great contrast to that previously observed among hybridomas derived from stimulated adult spleen cells within which rearrangements fell mostly to the 3' side of the alpha-locus. Results reveal the nonrandom nature of the TCR-alpha gene rearrangement event and may reflect an incidence of multiple V-J alpha joining events on each chromosome during T cell development in vivo. Due to the fact that most mature cells bear two J alpha joins, the allelic exclusion of alpha-chains cannot be explained by a mechanism whereby a functional rearrangement on one chromosome inhibits subsequent rearrangement on the second. Instead allelic exclusion may rely on a low frequency of productive vs nonproductive rearrangement events and an incompatibility between multiple alpha- and beta-protein pairs.